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WEEK 21: Sunday, 15 May - Saturday, 21 May - ALL MARKETS
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2022-05-15 0500 Comedy Esio Trot

Retired bachelor Mr Hoppy is hopelessly in love with his neighbour Mrs Silver, but she is 

only interested in her pet tortoise Alfie, that is until Mr Hoppy hatches an audacious plan 

to win her love. Directed Dearbhla Walsh and stars Dustin Hoffman, Judy Dench and 

James Corden.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG s Y Y

2022-05-15 0640 Drama Complicity

Chen Liang, a young Chinese man, is an illegal immigrant in Japan. One day he receives a 

call about a job offer meant for someone else. In his desperation, he pretends to be the 

intended recipient in order to get the job, which turns out to be work at a traditional 

Japanese soba retaurant. He starts his new life living and working with the elderly soba 

master with the fear that his identity could be exposed at any moment. Stars Yulai Lu and 

Tatsuya Fuji.

JAPAN
Japanese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2018 RPT PG Y

2022-05-15 0850 Comedy Bala

This satirical black comedy tells the story of Bala, a young man struggling to live with 

premature baldness in a world with superficial ideas of beauty. When his insecurity 

threatens his marriage, Bala seeks the help of a lawyer. Directed by Amar Kaushik and 

stars Ayushmann Khurrana and Bhumi Pednekar.

INDIA Hindi-95; English-5 2019 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-15 1115 Thriller Do Not Hesitate

After the breakdown of their truck somewhere in a Middle Eastern desert, three young 

Dutch soldiers are left to guard the vehicle by themselves. As they wait for a repair team 

to arrive, they encounter a local boy who demands compensation for the death of his 

goat, caused by one of the soldiers. The boy then refuses to leave. Stars Joes Brauers, 

Spencer Bogaert and Tobias Kersloot.

NETHERLANDS
Dutch-83; Arabic-

12; English-5
2021 RPT M a l s v Y

2022-05-15 1300 Action Adventure Ninja: Shadow Of A Tear

Ninjitsu master Casey Bowman's life of domestic bliss is shattered when his pregnant 

wife is murdered. Vowing revenge, the fearless American stealthily tracks the killers from 

Osaka to Bangkok to Rangoon with the help of a wise and crafty sensei. His target, a 

sinister drug lord flooding the streets with deadly meth, cooked at his remote jungle 

factory. Stars Scott Adkins and Kane Kosugi.

THAILAND
English-50; 

Japanese-50
2013 RPT M d v Y

2022-05-15 1445 Drama Fame
Six young students have to go the extra mile to prove that they are worthy of studying at 

the prestigious New York Academy of Performing Arts. Directed by Kevin Tancharoen and 

stars Kelsey Grammer, Bebe Neuwirth and Megan Mullally.

USA English-100 2009 RPT PG a l 

2022-05-15 1700 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, but after 

angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the mountains. 500 

years later, the Monkey King is released from his curse by a young monk and now must 

save the monk's village from an evil band of mountain trolls.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2022-05-15 1835
Romantic 

Comedy
Hampstead

Starring Diane Keaton and Brendan Gleeson, Hampstead is a romantic comedy set in 

London's picturesque Hampstead Heath. Emily Walters (Keaton) can't quite focus on the 

things that need attention in her life, like her lovely old apartment, her diminishing 

finances or even her son. But this all changes when she meets the eccentric, unkempt 

Donald (Gleeson), a man who has lived harmoniously on the Heath for 17 years in a 

ramshackle hut.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-15 2030 Science Fiction Children Of Men
Focus On: Julianne 

Moore

This stunning sci-fi epic envisages a future world that has fallen into anarchy on the heels 

of an infertility defect in the population that has made humankind face the likelihood of 

its own extinction. Set against a backdrop of London torn apart by violence, the film 

follows an unlikely champion of Earth's survival: Theo (Clive Owen), a disillusioned ex-

activist, who is forced to face his own demons and protect the planet's last remaining 

hope for a future generation. Directed by Alfonso Cuarón and also stars Julianne Moore 

and Michael Caine.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2006 RPT MA v Y Y

2022-05-15 2230 Comedy The Great Beauty

Journalist Jep Gambardella has charmed and seduced his way through the lavish nightlife 

of Rome for decades. But when his 65th birthday coincides with a shock from the past, 

Jep finds himself unexpectedly taking stock of his life, and looking past the extravagant 

nightclubs, parties, and cafes to find Rome in all its glory - a timeless landscape of 

absurd, exquisite beauty. Stars Toni Servillo, Carlo Verdone and Sabrina Ferilli.

ITALY Italian-100 2013 RPT MA n Y

2022-05-15 2505 Animation Checkered Ninja

When young Aske gets a ninja doll dressed in check clothing from his Uncle Stewart after 

a trip to Thailand, he finds out that the doll is alive and can help him with problems at 

school. Aske wants to return the favour, but he soon learns that the 'checkered ninja' is 

possessed and on a mission to avenge the murder of a child factory worker in Thailand.

DENMARK English-100 2018 RPT M a d s v 



2022-05-15 2635 Martial Arts Ong-Bak

When the head of his village's sacred statue is stolen, a young martial artist goes to the 

big city and takes on the underworld to retrieve it. Winner of the Action Asia Award at 

the 2004 Deauville Asian Film Festival. Directed by Prachya Pinkaew and stars martial arts 

superstar Tony Jaa, Petchtai Wongkamlao and Pumwaree Yodkamol.

THAILAND English-50; Thai-50 2003 RPT MA d v Y

2022-05-15 2835 Comedy Bala

This satirical black comedy tells the story of Bala, a young man struggling to live with 

premature baldness in a world with superficial ideas of beauty. When his insecurity 

threatens his marriage, Bala seeks the help of a lawyer. Directed by Amar Kaushik and 

stars Ayushmann Khurrana and Bhumi Pednekar.

INDIA Hindi-95; English-5 2019 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-16 0700
Romantic 

Comedy
Midnight In Paris

Vacationing in contemporary Paris with his fiancee, an insecure writer is whisked back in 

time and meets Jazz Age giants of art and literature. Winner of the 2012 Oscar for Best 

Original Screenplay (Woody Allen). Directed by Woody Allen and stars Owen Wilson, 

Rachel McAdams and Kathy Bates.

USA English-100 2011 RPT PG s Y Y

2022-05-16 0845
Romantic 

Comedy
Hampstead

Starring Diane Keaton and Brendan Gleeson, Hampstead is a romantic comedy set in 

London's picturesque Hampstead Heath. Emily Walters (Keaton) can't quite focus on the 

things that need attention in her life, like her lovely old apartment, her diminishing 

finances or even her son. But this all changes when she meets the eccentric, unkempt 

Donald (Gleeson), a man who has lived harmoniously on the Heath for 17 years in a 

ramshackle hut.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-16 1045 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, but after 

angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the mountains. 500 

years later, the Monkey King is released from his curse by a young monk and now must 

save the monk's village from an evil band of mountain trolls.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2022-05-16 1220 Animation Checkered Ninja

When young Aske gets a ninja doll dressed in check clothing from his Uncle Stewart after 

a trip to Thailand, he finds out that the doll is alive and can help him with problems at 

school. Aske wants to return the favour, but he soon learns that the 'checkered ninja' is 

possessed and on a mission to avenge the murder of a child factory worker in Thailand.

DENMARK English-100 2018 RPT M a d s v 

2022-05-16 1350 Drama Complicity

Chen Liang, a young Chinese man, is an illegal immigrant in Japan. One day he receives a 

call about a job offer meant for someone else. In his desperation, he pretends to be the 

intended recipient in order to get the job, which turns out to be work at a traditional 

Japanese soba retaurant. He starts his new life living and working with the elderly soba 

master with the fear that his identity could be exposed at any moment. Stars Yulai Lu and 

Tatsuya Fuji.

JAPAN
Japanese-50; 

Mandarin-50
2018 RPT PG Y

2022-05-16 1600 Drama Martian Child

David, a science fiction writer struggling to move on from the death of his wife, adopts a 

hyperactive six-year-old boy who has an unusual identity crisis - he believes he is an alien 

from Mars. Directed by Menno Meyjes and stars John Cusack, Amanda Peet and Bobby 

Coleman.

USA English-100 2008 RPT PG a 

2022-05-16 1800 Animation Strings

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of wooden 

puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at the 2006 Robert 

Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets made by Bernd Ogrodnik and 

Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi and David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2022-05-16 1940 Drama Then Came You

A funny and poignant coming-of-age story celebrating the desire for friendship, romance 

and life. A hypochondriac working as an airport baggage handler is forced to confront his 

fears when a British teenager with a terminal illness enlists him to help her carry out her 

eccentric bucket list. Stars Maisie Williams, Asa Butterfield and Nina Dobrev.

USA English-100 2019 RPT M a l s Y

2022-05-16 2130 Drama Sing Street Music in the Movies

With the recession hitting people hard in Dublin during the 1980s, 14-year-old Conor is 

moved from his private school by his father to a tough inner-city alternative. As he tries 

to adjust to a new way of life, he decides to start his own band. Directed by John Carney 

and stars Ferdia Walsh-Peelo, Aidan Gillen and Maria Doyle Kennedy.

IRELAND English-100 2016 RPT M a l Y Y

2022-05-16 2330 Drama Back To Burgundy

After a 10 year absence, Jean returns to his hometown of Burgundy when his father falls 

seriously ill. Reuniting with his sister Juliette and his brother Jérémie, the three young 

adults rediscover and reinvent their familial bonds, maturing and blossoming along with 

the wine they are making. Directed by Cédric Klapisch and stars Pio Marmaï, Ana Girardot 

and François Civil.

FRANCE
French-95; English-

5
2017 RPT M a l s Y

2022-05-16 2535 Action Adventure Armour Of God

Jackie Chan stars as Asian Hawk, an Indiana Jones-style adventurer looking to make a 

fortune in exotic antiquities. After Hawk discovers a mysterious sword in Africa, a band of 

Satan-worshipping monks kidnap his ex-girlfriend Lorelei, demanding the sword as 

ransom as well as other pieces of the legendary Armour of God - a magical outfit dating 

back to the Crusades. Also stars Alan Tam and Rosamund Kwan.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1987 RPT M n s v Y

2022-05-16 2720 Comedy 2 Autumns, 3 Winters

33-year-old Aman decides to start his new life with a jog, and literally runs into the love 

of his life, Amelie. Over the course of two Autumns and three Winters they share 

moments, accidents and love stories that define who they are. Directed by Sebastien 

Betbeder and stars Vincent Macaigne, Maud Wyler and Bastien Bouillon.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT M a d l s Y

2022-05-17 0500 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, but after 

angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the mountains. 500 

years later, the Monkey King is released from his curse by a young monk and now must 

save the monk's village from an evil band of mountain trolls.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 



2022-05-17 0635 Drama Martian Child

David, a science fiction writer struggling to move on from the death of his wife, adopts a 

hyperactive six-year-old boy who has an unusual identity crisis - he believes he is an alien 

from Mars. Directed by Menno Meyjes and stars John Cusack, Amanda Peet and Bobby 

Coleman.

USA English-100 2008 RPT PG a 

2022-05-17 0835 Animation Strings

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of wooden 

puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at the 2006 Robert 

Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets made by Bernd Ogrodnik and 

Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi and David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2022-05-17 1015 Drama Back To Burgundy

After a 10 year absence, Jean returns to his hometown of Burgundy when his father falls 

seriously ill. Reuniting with his sister Juliette and his brother Jérémie, the three young 

adults rediscover and reinvent their familial bonds, maturing and blossoming along with 

the wine they are making. Directed by Cédric Klapisch and stars Pio Marmaï, Ana Girardot 

and François Civil.

FRANCE
French-95; English-

5
2017 RPT M a l s Y

2022-05-17 1220 Comedy 2 Autumns, 3 Winters

33-year-old Aman decides to start his new life with a jog, and literally runs into the love 

of his life, Amelie. Over the course of two Autumns and three Winters they share 

moments, accidents and love stories that define who they are. Directed by Sebastien 

Betbeder and stars Vincent Macaigne, Maud Wyler and Bastien Bouillon.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT M a d l s Y

2022-05-17 1400
Documentary 

Feature
Land Of The Bears

Set in the wilderness of the Kamchatka Peninsula, in Russia's far east, filmmaker 

Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of five wild brown bears - a mother and 

her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT G

2022-05-17 1540
Romantic 

Comedy
Hampstead

Starring Diane Keaton and Brendan Gleeson, Hampstead is a romantic comedy set in 

London's picturesque Hampstead Heath. Emily Walters (Keaton) can't quite focus on the 

things that need attention in her life, like her lovely old apartment, her diminishing 

finances or even her son. But this all changes when she meets the eccentric, unkempt 

Donald (Gleeson), a man who has lived harmoniously on the Heath for 17 years in a 

ramshackle hut.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-17 1730 Family Little Nicolas

Eight-year-old Nicolas has a happy life, with loving parents and great friends, and wants 

nothing to change. However, when he accidentally overhears mum and dad talking about 

a new baby brother, his world turns upside down. Will they abandon him to make room 

for the little stranger? Directed by Laurent Tirard and stars Maxime Godart, Valérie 

Lemercier and Kad Merad.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2022-05-17 1915 Biography The Music Of Silence
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Based on the extraordinary true story of Andrea Bocelli. Amos, a young man born with a 

serious eye condition that eventually leads to his blindness, nevertheless rises above the 

many challenges to become one of the world's most renowned opera singers. Directed by 

Michael Radford and stars Antonio Banderas, Toby Sebastian and Luisa Ranieri.

ITALY
English-50; Italian-

50
2017 PG a l s Y

2022-05-17 2130 Musical Behind The Candelabra Music in the Movies

Based on the autobiographical novel, the film follows the tempestuous six-year 

relationship between world-famous pianist Liberace and his much-younger lover, Scott 

Thorson. Winner of 11 Primetime Emmy Awards in 2013, including Outstanding Lead 

Actor (Michael Douglas). Directed by Steven Soderbergh, and also stars Matt Damon and 

Debbie Reynolds.

USA English-100 2013 RPT MA s Y Y

2022-05-17 2340 Drama Kisses
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Two 11-year-olds, Dylan and Kylie, run away from their grim home life and abusive 

relatives at Christmas and spend a night of magic and terror on the streets of inner-city 

Dublin. Nominated for seven Irish Film and Television Awards in 2009 - and winner of 

Best Director. Directed by Lance Daly and stars Kelly O'Neill, Shane Curry and Paul Roe.

IRELAND English-100 2009 MA a l Y Y

2022-05-17 2505 Drama Border

Tina, a Swedish customs officer with an extraordinary sense of smell, develops an 

unusual attraction to a strange traveller while aiding a police investigation which will call 

into question her entire existence. Nominated for an Academy Award for Best 

Achievement in Makeup in 2019. Stars Eva Melander and Eero Milonoff.

SWEDEN Swedish-100 2018 RPT MA a s v Y

2022-05-17 2710 Drama Back To Burgundy

After a 10 year absence, Jean returns to his hometown of Burgundy when his father falls 

seriously ill. Reuniting with his sister Juliette and his brother Jérémie, the three young 

adults rediscover and reinvent their familial bonds, maturing and blossoming along with 

the wine they are making. Directed by Cédric Klapisch and stars Pio Marmaï, Ana Girardot 

and François Civil.

FRANCE
French-95; English-

5
2017 RPT M a l s Y

2022-05-18 0515 Biography The Music Of Silence

Based on the extraordinary true story of Andrea Bocelli. Amos, a young man born with a 

serious eye condition that eventually leads to his blindness, nevertheless rises above the 

many challenges to become one of the world's most renowned opera singers. Directed by 

Michael Radford and stars Antonio Banderas, Toby Sebastian and Luisa Ranieri.

ITALY
English-50; Italian-

50
2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-18 0725 Family Little Nicolas

Eight-year-old Nicolas has a happy life, with loving parents and great friends, and wants 

nothing to change. However, when he accidentally overhears mum and dad talking about 

a new baby brother, his world turns upside down. Will they abandon him to make room 

for the little stranger? Directed by Laurent Tirard and stars Maxime Godart, Valérie 

Lemercier and Kad Merad.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT PG Y



2022-05-18 0910
Documentary 

Feature
Land Of The Bears

Set in the wilderness of the Kamchatka Peninsula, in Russia's far east, filmmaker 

Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of five wild brown bears - a mother and 

her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT G

2022-05-18 1050 Drama Martian Child

David, a science fiction writer struggling to move on from the death of his wife, adopts a 

hyperactive six-year-old boy who has an unusual identity crisis - he believes he is an alien 

from Mars. Directed by Menno Meyjes and stars John Cusack, Amanda Peet and Bobby 

Coleman.

USA English-100 2008 RPT PG a 

2022-05-18 1250 Action Adventure Armour Of God

Jackie Chan stars as Asian Hawk, an Indiana Jones-style adventurer looking to make a 

fortune in exotic antiquities. After Hawk discovers a mysterious sword in Africa, a band of 

Satan-worshipping monks kidnap his ex-girlfriend Lorelei, demanding the sword as 

ransom as well as other pieces of the legendary Armour of God - a magical outfit dating 

back to the Crusades. Also stars Alan Tam and Rosamund Kwan.

HONG KONG Cantonese-100 1987 RPT M n s v Y

2022-05-18 1435 Animation Strings

James McAvoy stars in this story of war, intrigue and betrayal in a kingdom of wooden 

puppets. Received a Robert Award for Best Children/Family Film at the 2006 Robert 

Festival. Directed by Anders Ronnow-Klarlund with puppets made by Bernd Ogrodnik and 

Joakim Zacho Weylandt. Also stars Derek Jacobi and David Harewood. 

DENMARK English-100 2004 RPT PG

2022-05-18 1615 Drama Believe

A young, gifted football player who gets into trouble for a petty crime is brought to the 

attention of former Manchester United coach Sir Matt Busby, who comes out of 

retirement to help train the boy and his unruly teammates. Directed by David 

Scheinmann and stars Brian Cox and Natascha McElhone.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2022-05-18 1805 Comedy The Band's Visit

A band comprised of members of the Egyptian police force head to Israel to play at the 

inaugural ceremony of an Arab cultural centre, only to find themselves stranded, 

penniless and still wearing their sky blue uniforms in the middle of nowhere. Winner of 

three awards at the 2007 Cannes Film Festival. Directed by Eran Kolirin and stars Sasson 

Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz and Saleh Bakri.

USA
Hebrew-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2007 RPT M l Y Y

2022-05-18 1940 Comedy Warm Bodies

After a highly unusual zombie saves a still-living girl from an attack, the two form a 

relationship that sets in motion a series of events that may transform the entire lifeless 

world. Directed by Jonathan Levine and stars Nicholas Hoult, Teresa Palmer and John 

Malkovich.

USA English-100 2013 RPT M h l v 

2022-05-18 2130 Musical Sweeney Todd Music in the Movies

Johnny Depp and director Tim Burton team up to bring Stephen Sondheim's Broadway 

masterpiece to the big screen. Based on true events, this darkly comic musical tale tells 

the story of London barber Benjamin Barker (Depp) who returns from wrongful 

imprisonment to 1840s London, bent on revenge for the rape and death of his wife, and 

resumes his trade while forming a sinister partnership with his fellow tenant, Mrs Lovett. 

Also stars Helena Bonham Carter and Alan Rickman.

USA English-100 2007

2022-05-18 2345 Drama Diva
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Eighteen-year-old Jules, an opera buff and post office worker, makes a pirate tape of the 

celebrated diva Cynthia Hawkins, who flatly refuses to be recorded. The next day, just 

before being murdered, a prostitute slips a cassette revealing a scandalous illicit business 

into the bag on his moped. From this point on, these priceless recordings turn Jules's life 

upside down, as he is hunted by both the police and the killers. Stars Frederic Andrei and 

Wilhelmenia Fernandez.

FRANCE French-100 1981 M s v Y

2022-05-18 2550 Comedy Yoga Hosers

Two fifteen-year-old yoga enthusiasts must do battle with an evil presence that is 

threatening to rise up from its ancient lair beneath the Manitoban earth and endanger 

their major party plans. Directed by Kevin Smith and stars Lily-Rose Depp, Harley Quinn 

Smith and Johnny Depp.

USA
German-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2016 RPT M a s v Y

2022-05-18 2725 Drama Two Days, One Night

In her Academy-award nominated role, Marion Cotillard stars as Sandra, a young woman 

assisted by her husband, who has only one weekend to convince her colleagues to give 

up their much-needed bonuses so that she can keep her job. Directed by Jean-Pierre 

Dardenne and also stars Fabrizio Rongione, Catherine Salée.

ITALY
Arabic-50; French-

50
2014 RPT M a Y

2022-05-19 0515
Documentary 

Feature
Land Of The Bears

Set in the wilderness of the Kamchatka Peninsula, in Russia's far east, filmmaker 

Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of five wild brown bears - a mother and 

her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT G

2022-05-19 0650 Comedy The Band's Visit

A band comprised of members of the Egyptian police force head to Israel to play at the 

inaugural ceremony of an Arab cultural centre, only to find themselves stranded, 

penniless and still wearing their sky blue uniforms in the middle of nowhere. Winner of 

three awards at the 2007 Cannes Film Festival. Directed by Eran Kolirin and stars Sasson 

Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz and Saleh Bakri.

USA
Hebrew-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2007 RPT M l Y Y

2022-05-19 0825 Drama Believe

A young, gifted football player who gets into trouble for a petty crime is brought to the 

attention of former Manchester United coach Sir Matt Busby, who comes out of 

retirement to help train the boy and his unruly teammates. Directed by David 

Scheinmann and stars Brian Cox and Natascha McElhone.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2022-05-19 1015 Comedy Yoga Hosers

Two fifteen-year-old yoga enthusiasts must do battle with an evil presence that is 

threatening to rise up from its ancient lair beneath the Manitoban earth and endanger 

their major party plans. Directed by Kevin Smith and stars Lily-Rose Depp, Harley Quinn 

Smith and Johnny Depp.

USA
German-33.34; 

English-33.33; 

French-33.33

2016 RPT M a s v Y



2022-05-19 1150 Drama Diva

Eighteen-year-old Jules, an opera buff and post office worker, makes a pirate tape of the 

celebrated diva Cynthia Hawkins, who flatly refuses to be recorded. The next day, just 

before being murdered, a prostitute slips a cassette revealing a scandalous illicit business 

into the bag on his moped. From this point on, these priceless recordings turn Jules's life 

upside down, as he is hunted by both the police and the killers. Stars Frederic Andrei and 

Wilhelmenia Fernandez.

FRANCE French-100 1981 RPT M s v Y

2022-05-19 1400 Family Little Nicolas

Nicolas has a happy existence, parents who love him, a great group of friends, and all he 

wants is that nothing ever changes. However, one day, he overhears a conversation that 

leads him to believe that his life might change forever - his mother is pregnant. He panics 

and envisions the worst. Stars Maxime Godart, Valérie Lemercier and Kad Merad.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2022-05-19 1545 Biography The Music Of Silence

Based on the extraordinary true story of Andrea Bocelli. Amos, a young man born with a 

serious eye condition that eventually leads to his blindness, nevertheless rises above the 

many challenges to become one of the world's most renowned opera singers. Directed by 

Michael Radford and stars Antonio Banderas, Toby Sebastian and Luisa Ranieri.

ITALY
English-50; Italian-

50
2017 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-19 1755 Comedy Bill

Bill Shakespeare is a hapless lute player with a big dream. Kicked out of his band, Bill 

leaves his despairing wife and kids behind in Stratford to seek fame and fortune in 

London. He's written a great work for the stage and he'll prove all the doubters wrong. 

Directed by Richard Bracewell and stars Mathew Baynton and Jim Howick.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG v 

2022-05-19 1945 Action Adventure Zoo
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

The true story of a larger-than-life friendship. Twelve-year-old Tom (Art Parkinson) is the 

son of the zoo veterinarian at Belfast Zoo. As the bombs fall on Northern Ireland, during 

World War II, Tom's dad is drafted into the British army. With the animals' safety at 

stake, Tom must find a hiding place for the zoo's new addition: a baby elephant named 

Buster. Tom enlists his best friend, Pete (Ian O'Reilly), and sensitive classmate Jane (Emily 

Flain) to help him hide Buster.

IRELAND English-100 2017 M a v Y

2022-05-19 2130 Comedy The Blues Brothers Music in the Movies

Jake Blues (John Belushi) is released from prison only to discover that the Catholic home 

where he and his brother Elwood (Dan Aykroyd) grew up is about to be taken over. He's 

got to raise $5,000 dollars in a few days - which results in hilarious gags, fantastic musical 

numbers, and what was, at the time, a world record amount a car crashes. The chases are 

ingenious, the comedy is outrageous, and the characters are unforgettable. Directed by 

John Landis.

USA English-100 1980 RPT M l s Y Y h

2022-05-19 2355 Comedy First Love

Set over one night in Tokyo, we follow Leo, a young boxer down on his luck as he meets 

Monica, a callgirl and an addict but still an innocent. Little does Leo know, Monica is 

unwittingly caught up in a drug-smuggling scheme, and the two are pursued through the 

night by a corrupt cop, a yakuza, and a female assassin sent by the Chinese Triads. All 

their fates intertwine in spectacular Takashi Miike style, at his most fun and anarchic.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2019 RPT MA v Y

2022-05-19 2600 Drama Le Brio
After an incident tainted with racism, a brilliant law professor known for his outbursts is 

forced to mentor the student he wronged for a speech contest. Directed by Yvan Attal 

and stars Daniel Auteuil, Camelia Jordana and Yasin Houicha.

BELGIUM
French-98; Arabic-

2
2017 RPT MA l Y

2022-05-19 2750 Drama Diva

Eighteen-year-old Jules, an opera buff and post office worker, makes a pirate tape of the 

celebrated diva Cynthia Hawkins, who flatly refuses to be recorded. The next day, just 

before being murdered, a prostitute slips a cassette revealing a scandalous illicit business 

into the bag on his moped. From this point on, these priceless recordings turn Jules's life 

upside down, as he is hunted by both the police and the killers. Stars Frederic Andrei and 

Wilhelmenia Fernandez.

FRANCE French-100 1981 RPT M s v Y

2022-05-20 0600 Comedy Playtime

The most daring and expensive work of Jacques Tati's career took nine years to complete 

and links a young American tourist and a befuddled Frenchman, Monsieur Hulot, as they 

repeatedly encounter one another in the course of a day. Winner of the 1969 Bodil 

Award for Best European Film.

FRANCE French-100 1967 RPT PG Y

2022-05-20 0815 Comedy Bill

Bill Shakespeare is a hapless lute player with a big dream. Kicked out of his band, Bill 

leaves his despairing wife and kids behind in Stratford to seek fame and fortune in 

London. He's written a great work for the stage and he'll prove all the doubters wrong. 

Directed by Richard Bracewell and stars Mathew Baynton and Jim Howick.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG v 

2022-05-20 1000 Comedy Goodbye Mother

Van returns home from the US with his boyfriend Ian on the anniversary of his father's 

death. He's come to help move the tomb, come out to his mother, and introduce Ian to 

his family. Unable to find the right moment as his relatives bombard him with questions 

about his future, he finds out one night that his mother is seriously ill. Stars Vo Dien Gia 

Huy and Hong Dao

VIETNAM Vietnamese-100 2019 RPT M s v Y

2022-05-20 1205 Drama Two Days, One Night

In her Academy-award nominated role, Marion Cotillard stars as Sandra, a young woman 

assisted by her husband, who has only one weekend to convince her colleagues to give 

up their much-needed bonuses so that she can keep her job. Also stars Fabrizio 

Rongione, Catherine Salée.

ITALY
Arabic-50; French-

50
2014 RPT M a Y



2022-05-20 1355 Comedy The Band's Visit

A band comprised of members of the Egyptian police force head to Israel to play at the 

inaugural ceremony of an Arab cultural centre, only to find themselves stranded, 

penniless and still wearing their sky blue uniforms in the middle of nowhere. Winner of 

three awards at the 2007 Cannes Film Festival. Directed by Eran Kolirin and stars Sasson 

Gabai, Ronit Elkabetz and Saleh Bakri.

USA
Hebrew-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2007 RPT M l Y Y

2022-05-20 1530 History Kundun

In 1937, a two year old boy from a simple family is recognised as Kundun, the fourteenth 

reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political leader of Tibet Educated by the 

monks. Nominated for four Academy Awards in 1998. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Tenzin Thuthob Tsarong.

USA
English-98; 

Mandarin-1; 

Tibetan-1

1997 RPT PG a v Y

2022-05-20 1800 Musical Bugsy Malone

Set in New York in 1929, the story tells of the rise of Bugsy Malone and the battle for 

power between rival gangsters Fat Sam and Dandy Dan. With an all-child cast placed in a 

mobster era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Directed by Alan Parker and stars Scott Baio and 

Jodie Foster.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y Y Y

2022-05-20 1940 Romance Brief Encounter
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Based on Noel Coward's classic play of a chance meeting, this is a story of innocence and 

unexpected love. Anna (Sophia Loren) and Dr Alec Harvey (Richard Burton) meet by 

chance and their casual friendship turns into a tormenting relationship. Realising the 

danger to her marriage, Anna avoids Alec who is unhappy in his own marriage and 

pursues Anna with increasing intensity. Unable to resist his charm, Anna accepts Alec's 

invitation to a rendezvous in a friend's apartment.

USA English-100 1974 M a Y

2022-05-20 2130 Musical A Star Is Born Music in the Movies

John Norman Howard (Kris Kristofferson), a rock star on the decline, has given in to drugs 

and excessive drinking, and his music has suffered as a result. Wandering into a club one 

night, John watches singer Esther Hoffman (Barbra Streisand) perform and is smitten. The 

two begin dating, and soon John lets Esther take the spotlight during his concerts. 

However, even as Esther finds fame and success, John continues his downward spiral.

USA English-100 1976 M a d l Y Y

2022-05-20 2405 Drama The Untamed

A couple in a troubled marriage locate a meteorite, initiating an encounter with a 

mysterious creature. Their lives are turned upside down by the discovery of the creature, 

which is a source of both pleasure and destruction. Winner of the Silver Lion at Venice in 

2016. Directed by Amat Escalante and stars Ruth Ramos, Simone Bucio and Eden 

Villavicencio.

MEXICO Spanish-100 2016 RPT MA a s Y

2022-05-20 2555 Drama Our Struggles

Oliver, a 39-year-old supervisor, does the best he can to fight injustice at work. But when 

his wife Laura abandons the family home, he is left alone to juggle between the children's 

needs, life's daily challenges and his job. Faced with these new responsibilities, Oliver 

struggles to find a balance - because Laura's not coming back. Directed by Guillaume 

Senez and stars Romain Duris and Lucie Debay.

BELGIUM French-100 2018 RPT M a l Y

2022-05-20 2745 Drama The Special Relationship

This dramatisation explores the complex relationship that developed between former 

American President Bill Clinton and former UK Prime Minister Tony Blair as the two 

progressive statesmen strived to unite their countries toward a common goal. Directed 

by Richard Loncraine and stars Michael Sheen, Dennis Quaid and Hope Davis.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; French-

50
2010 RPT M a l s Y

2022-05-21 0525 History Kundun

In 1937, a two year old boy from a simple family is recognised as Kundun, the fourteenth 

reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political leader of Tibet Educated by the 

monks. Nominated for four Academy Awards in 1998. Directed by Martin Scorsese and 

stars Tenzin Thuthob Tsarong.

USA
English-98; 

Mandarin-1; 

Tibetan-1

1997 RPT PG a v Y

2022-05-21 0750 Musical Bugsy Malone

Set in New York in 1929, the story tells of the rise of Bugsy Malone and the battle for 

power between rival gangsters Fat Sam and Dandy Dan. With an all-child cast placed in a 

mobster era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Directed by Alan Parker and stars Scott Baio and 

Jodie Foster.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y Y Y

2022-05-21 0930 Comedy Growing Up Smith

In 1979, an Indian family moves to America with hopes of living the American Dream. 

While Smith, their 10-year-old son, falls head-over-heels for the girl next door, his desire 

to become a 'good old boy' takes him further away from his family's ideals than ever 

before. Directed by Frank Lotito and stars Jason Lee, Brighton Sharbino and Samrat 

Chakrabarti.

USA English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2022-05-21 1125 Drama The Special Relationship

This dramatisation explores the complex relationship that developed between former 

American President Bill Clinton and former UK Prime Minister Tony Blair as the two 

progressive statesmen strived to unite their countries toward a common goal. Directed 

by Richard Loncraine and stars Michael Sheen, Dennis Quaid and Hope Davis.

UNITED KINGDOM
English-50; French-

50
2010 RPT M a l s Y

2022-05-21 1305 Comedy Bill

Bill Shakespeare is a hapless lute player with a big dream. Kicked out of his band, Bill 

leaves his despairing wife and kids behind in Stratford to seek fame and fortune in 

London. He's written a great work for the stage and he'll prove all the doubters wrong. 

Directed by Richard Bracewell and stars Mathew Baynton and Jim Howick.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG v 

2022-05-21 1450 Comedy Playtime

The most daring and expensive work of Jacques Tati's career took nine years to complete 

and links a young American tourist and a befuddled Frenchman, Monsieur Hulot, as they 

repeatedly encounter one another in the course of a day. Winner of the 1969 Bodil 

Award for Best European Film.

FRANCE French-100 1967 RPT PG Y



2022-05-21 1705 War The Crossing

December, 1942. Following their parent's arrest for being part of the Norwegian 

resistance movement during the war, young siblings Gerda and Otto are left on their 

own. When they discover two Jewish children hidden in their basement at home, all four 

have to embark on a desperate journey to reach neutral Sweden and safety. Stars Anna 

Sofie Skarholt and Bo Lindquist-Ellingsen.

NORWAY Norwegian-100 2020 RPT PG a l v Y

2022-05-21 1855 Comedy The Hollars

John Krasinski stars as John Hollar, an aspiring NYC artist who takes his girlfriend (Anna 

Kendrick) back to his Middle America hometown on the eve of his mother's brain 

surgery. There he is forced to navigate the crazy life he left behind as his dysfunctional 

family, high school pals, his father, and his over-eager ex-wife flood back into his life 

ahead of the operation. Also stars Richard Jenkins and Margo Martindale.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M l 

2022-05-21 2030 Thriller Regression
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Minnesota, 1990. Detective Bruce Kenner (Ethan Hawke) investigates the case of young 

Angela (Emma Watson), who accuses her father, John Gray (David Dencik), of an 

unspeakable crime. When John unexpectedly and without recollection admits guilt, 

renowned psychologist Dr Kenneth Raines (David Thewlis) is brought in to help him relive 

his memories and what they discover unmasks a horrifying nationwide mystery.

SPAIN English-100 2016 MA h s v Y

2022-05-21 2230 Biography Eight Miles High
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

A sexy and adventurous tale set in the summer of eternal love. Based on the true story of 

Uschi Obermeier, a German cover model from the 1960s who embodied the dreams of 

the hippie generation - joining a commune in Berlin, beginning a modelling career, 

meeting rock stars, and travelling the world in a bus enjoying love, drugs and freedom. 

Directed by Achim Burnhak and stars Natalia Avelon, Matthias Schweighofer and David 

Scheller.

GERMANY German-100 2007 MA d l n s Y Y

2022-05-21 2435 Science Fiction Gantz
After trying to rescue a man on the subway tracks, two teens wake up in a room 

dominated by a mysterious black sphere that sends them to hunt down and kill aliens 

hiding on Earth. Stars Kenichi Matsuyama and Kanata Hongo.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2011 RPT MA v Y

2022-05-21 2655 Comedy Goodbye Mother

Van returns home from the US with his boyfriend Ian on the anniversary of his father's 

death. He's come to help move the tomb, come out to his mother, and introduce Ian to 

his family. Unable to find the right moment as his relatives bombard him with questions 

about his future, he finds out one night that his mother is seriously ill. Stars Vo Dien Gia 

Huy and Hong Dao

VIETNAM Vietnamese-100 2019 RPT M s v Y


